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xvii

In my early days as an Army leader, I thought that intelligence was some-
body else’s job. Frankly, I didn’t think much about the intelligence process, 

I simply wanted someone to concisely and definitively deliver information to 
me about the weather and terrain and, oh by the way, tell me precisely where 
our enemies were and what they were doing. I expected to be a recipient, a 
customer of intelligence, not a participant in the intelligence process.

In the mid-1990s, as a Lieutenant Colonel commanding an infantry bat-
talion in Germany, I first met (then) Captain Erik Kleinsmith, our battalion’s 
S-2, the intelligence staff officer. Erik began to educate me (ever so gently 
and respectfully given the difference in our positions in the rigid hierarchical 
structure of the U.S. Army!) on my responsibilities in the intelligence process.

He would complicate my life by asking questions like, “Why do you 
want to know that? What decisions will that information affect? What 
will you do with that piece of information? What resources are you willing 
to commit to obtain that bit of information?” At first, I wasn’t too happy 
with Erik’s approach. I just wanted him to give me all the information I 
requested and I wanted it now! Slowly, Captain Kleinsmith started to wear 
me down; started to make me understand that, as the decision-maker, I 
had a critical role in the intelligence process and it wasn’t just to demand 
current, tactical information.

In Intelligence Operations: Understanding Data, Tools, People, and Processes, 
Erik Kleinsmith shares his 30+ years of experience in the intelligence commu-
nity in a refreshing, logical, and easily understandable way. While this book can 
certainly be read from front to back, its organization and structure also makes 
it a handy reference for continued use by decision-makers in both government 
and the private sector. Given his background as a military intelligence officer, 
Erik’s writing has a distinct military flavor. But, this book is not exclusively 
for military intelligence personnel. Rather, the issues and principles addressed 
in Intelligence Operations have wide applicability in business, local governance, 
and most other meaningful endeavors. 

I especially like the way the author has clearly outlined learning objectives 
in the chapters, and offers some thought-provoking questions for the reader 
to contemplate or for the academic instructor to pose to her/his students. 

Foreword
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This common sense approach makes Intelligence Operations: Understanding Data, Tools, 
People, and Processes a valuable resource for academics and practitioners alike.

When applied effectively, the processes and activities outlined by Erik can be of 
immeasurable benefit to the decision-maker. Using the techniques suggested herein, 
senior leaders and intelligence professionals are likely to achieve better outcomes for 
their organizations and do so with less friction and wasted effort. Working together, 
the leader and the intelligence staff can more rapidly and more effectively assess the 
environment in which they are working, identify threats and opportunities, and greatly 
improve the likelihood of success, no mater whether on the battlefield or in the arena of 
commercial competition.

Intelligence Operations: Understanding Data, Tools, People, and Processes is timely and 
relevant. But, it also describes many timeless themes and principles, which will long 
outlast the latest trends. Erik Kleinsmith has crafted a guide which is of immediate value 
to the military professionals, the business leaders, and to those engaged in government 
activities from federal to local levels. Those who read, understand, and apply what Erik 
has described will have significantly improved their chances for success.

—GEN Carter F. Ham (ret.)
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Introduction

Throughout my career I’ve periodically been asked by friends and col-
leagues how to start a career in intelligence. While I am not sure I would 

have always answered it this way, but after over 30 years in the intelligence 
business my answer is now always the same, “Do something else first.”

As a profession, intelligence goes beyond a job, occupation, or career since 
it involves substantial training and education as well as certain certifications. 
It can also include required security clearances. Often unstated, intelligence 
as a profession relies heavily upon other areas of knowledge and experience. 
From military to finance, experience in other areas provides the profession 
with a greater depth of knowledge and insight for the predictive analysis that 
sets intelligence apart from other analytic careers. 

As a result, intelligence is more of an accession profession, routinely rely-
ing on people who have experience and expertise in other walks of life and 
who have decided to use that expertise to understand and overcome enemies, 
adversaries, and competitors. 

My own path into intelligence, like many others, started with the military. 
While I had been interested in studying my opponents since childhood through 
role-playing and war-gaming, being commissioned out of Purdue University’s 
ROTC program as an Army Lieutenant in 1988 started me on that path. The 
experience I received as an M-1 Tank platoon leader and later as a reconnais-
sance scout platoon leader was invaluable as I transitioned into intelligence 
and took on the roles of an intelligence officer for an infantry battalion and 
armor brigade, as a counterintelligence company commander, and in my final 
role position in the Army as the Chief of Intelligence for the Army’s newly 
created Land Information Warfare Activity.

Unfortunately, learning how to be an intelligence professional was much 
more elusive than I would have imagined it would be for other professions. 
Attending an eight-week transition course and a five-month officer advanced 
course for new Army captains at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, taught me the basic 
concepts and processes needed for tactical intelligence, but beyond that there 
were few opportunities to improve knowledge and expertise in the actual tasks 
and responsibilities I would be expected to perform. I spent a lot of time looking 
for ways to learn more on my own. I dove into war and strategy gaming and 
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changed my approach in reading military histories, using an intelligence and predictive 
analysis perspective as I went through one source after another.

From my own studies, I found that the preponderance of intelligence-specific books 
and literature could be grouped into one of five categories: the history of spies and 
spying, U.S. intelligence within the national level agencies, analytic techniques, doc-
trinal manuals and regulations, and a newest category—anecdotal experiences—also 
known as “I was there” books. Not to detract from these sources, as most are excel-
lent reading, there was still not much available in the way of laying out the issues and 
considerations that an intelligence officer would have to tackle during operations. My 
book is my attempt to fill that gap.

Intelligence Operations is a book about the various aspects, issues, challenges, and 
solutions that can be found in every type of intelligence operation. It is presented in an 
academic format much like a textbook, but it is not intended to be kept solely within the 
academic environment. It is meant as a guide to be read, studied, referenced, and applied 
in the midst of ongoing operations. In this way, it is not meant solely for the academic 
mind as much as it is meant for the operator and practitioner of intelligence. Whether 
used in the creation of a new capability from scratch or in seeking to improve an exist-
ing operation, this book is designed and organized to help in the review, planning, and 
management of intelligence operations, no matter the level or the environment.

An idea that sounds good on paper or in theory but cannot be recreated or adapted to 
actual operations is not worth much. This book attempts to present many issues in a way 
that can be tailored and applied to any operation. Throughout my time in intelligence, 
I have been able to capture many lessons learned from both my successes and mistakes. 
Much of what I’ve included in the book is based on the understanding that intelligence 
operations are similar to many other types of operations and yet have many unique aspects. 
The concepts, lists, figures, and charts presented within this book are my own but are a 
presented and explained in a way that fosters discovery and discussion. They are meant 
to be understood, used, broken, adapted, and ultimately improved and applied in a way 
that best fits the particular operation or requirements of the reader. 

The 12 chapters of Intelligence Operations follow a fairly logical flow and invite the 
reader to look at the various aspects of intelligence from a broader perspective than they 
may have been trained or used to in the part. The reader is first introduced to the many 
defining concepts associated with intelligence as well as the main subject of intelligence, 
i.e., the threat. This broader perspective approach continues in looking at the community 
of intelligence, revealing where intelligence is actually practiced as well as what defines 
and characterize intelligence operations themselves.

From this point, the remainder of the book follows two concurrent themes: First, it 
covers each of the four components critical to every intelligence operation, i.e., the data, 
tools, people, and then processes. Then, various operational and analytic processes are 
looked at in more detail in the final four chapters; as much of what intelligence does 
involves a variety of processes from the time the requirement is understood to when a 
response is delivered to the supported customer.
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To get the most out of this book, there are few additional points that the reader 
should consider: 

• Many of the ideas and concepts presented here are simplified versions of reality. 
Instead of trying to reinvent concepts and terms like the Intelligence Cycle, I’ve 
instead presented them as they are being practiced in operation. Many of the 
ideas, concepts, and processes presented here are not so much new ways of doing 
business as they are attempts to more accurately capture and codify the current 
realities of the business.

• I spent a major part of my career in military intelligence and still retain a mili-
tary-like approach to my ideas of intelligence today. While I’ve made a deliberate 
attempt to present intelligence ideas and concepts for universal application, 
many of them will have a military feel to them. Many of these areas discussed 
here are foundational and therefore applicable to intelligence operations in any 
environment. 

• Several of these topics I’ve written about have been developed over several years 
and can be found in courses I’ve developed and taught for Army Intelligence, 
Defense Intelligence, and Homeland Security members. I’ve given credit to col-
leagues or external sources who have created original versions or adaptations of 
processes shown, but each of these has been developed by myself through my 
own experience and instructional design efforts.

• As an avid board, miniature, and video gamer, I understand that the best games 
are often those with simple rules that are able to capture complex strategies. 
Unfortunately, many intelligence processes, both operational and analytic in 
nature suffer from overcomplications. Throughout my career, I’ve found myself 
simplifying many complex topics in order to get to the heart of their intended 
purpose. If I was going to apply, explain, or train other in them, this was a critical 
requirement. In this book, I’ve taken great care to codify many ideas and processes 
in a simplified manner so that the reader can more easily adapt them to their own 
intelligence operation or organization.

• Instead of quoting some doctrinal or scholarly source, I’ve presented many of the 
terms and definitions related to intelligence in this book from my own perspec-
tive. In doing so, I have used terminology that is similar to other traditional or 
more widely known processes already in use elsewhere, but it is important for 
the reader to understand and form their own opinions regarding these terms. In 
the same vein, I’ve also deliberately avoided acronyms. While they are used to 
simplify commonly held concepts and terms, they often lead to confusion when 
used across different professional cultures.

• Finally, it is unfortunate to have to address this explicitly, but intelligence isn’t 
about political correctness and neither is this book. While I strive in my writing 
to exclude, or at least reduce, any comments, ideas, or examples that are polit-
ically charged, there will undoubtedly be a topic or subject of discussion that 
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will offend someone. Data, information, and intelligence products are routinely 
used by bad and evil men and woman to support their illegal, immoral, and 
malicious operations. In discussing intelligence as a way to defeat the threats 
to a supported customer, I am not advocating death or destruction or the use of 
immoral and horrific tactics and strategies to do so—far from it. This book is 
intended to strengthen the intelligence operations of those good people who look 
upon intelligence as a noble and necessary cause so that others may live their lives 
in security and freedom. 

This book was made possible because of the generosity of American Military University 
(AMU) and the insightfulness of Cognella Publishing among other great qualities both 
institutions possess. I am relatively new to the academic world and sincerely appreciate 
the help and guidance I received from several great people within AMU and Cognella 
during my writing. I am also in awe of the sacrifice and support of my wife Susan, my 
son Ethan, and my daughter Olivia. I am forever grateful for their understanding of the 
long hours spent to create this book, and I am inspired by their faith in me throughout 
this journey.

Erik Kleinsmith
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Learning Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to:

 ▶ Understand the operational definition and primary purpose of intelligence.

 ▶ Understand several of the roles intelligence provides to serve the 
primary purpose.

 ▶ Be familiar with the various perspectives and aspects of intelligence 
and why they exist.

 ▶ Be familiar with the foundational principles and rules that exist within 
every intelligence operation no matter what type.

Intelligence Is for the Customer

To most of the world, the faces of intelligence are a group of men whose names 
all start with the letter J: James Bond, Jason Bourne, Jack Ryan, Jack Bauer, and 
Jack Reacher. The perception of intelligence as a profession has been shaped 
by the entertainment industry. Fantastical fiction in the movies and on televi-
sion has created a perception of intelligence as an intriguingly fast-paced and 
deadly world of men and women who live on the edge day in and day out. All 
of these Js give the world the impression that intelligence is all about spying, 
intrigue, explosions, high-speed chases (car, motorcycle, train, aircraft, speed 
boats, gondolas, zip lines, etc.), femmes fatales, sniper scopes, and jumping from 
roof tops to helicopters. A good spy movie only needs to follow a simple formula 
of a renegade bad guy who must be thwarted by the resident good guy who in 
turn also happens to be imperiled as a maverick by their own organization. 
Add in a couple of shapely vixens, an elderly or geeky technical expert, and a 
secret darkened room with about a dozen analysts who never need sleep and 
can pull up any piece of information in the world within seconds, and the rest 
of the story writes itself.

The Art, Science, and  
Business of Intelligence

Chapter 1
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It seems obvious to point out, but like many other aspects of our lives, the business of 
intelligence presents a much more complex picture. It involves data, tools, people, processes, 
organizations, budgets, centers, laws, regulations, and, unfortunately, politics. It also 
involves many other fields of study such as psychology, sociology, criminology, geography, 
topology, logic, and mathematics. What tends to get lost in the business of intelligence 
is the entire reason why the intelligence profession exists—to support someone else and 
their decisions. Intelligence not in support of a customer is worthless.

The reality of intelligence, like most any other professional outside of the Hollywood 
caricature, is much more mundane, repetitive, and bureaucratic. While a small fraction 
of intelligence professionals live like Hollywood spies for a small fraction of their careers, 
the rest of the intelligence world is filled with the daily business of collecting information, 
processing it, analyzing it, and delivering any new knowledge from that analysis to a cus-
tomer in order to assist in their decision-making processes. It can be rote, academic, and 
just like any other profession—boring at times. The most significant difference between 
intelligence and other analytical professions is that intelligence is about understanding 
our competitors, adversaries, and outright enemies, i.e., our threats.

Defining Intelligence

Intelligence has multiple definitions depending on the perspective. Academically, intel-
ligence can mean the ability to acquire and apply knowledge as well as the ability to use 
reason, logic, and learning in understanding the world. In other perspectives, intelligence 

FIGURE 1.1 Sean Connery as James Bond—007, filming the movie Diamonds Are Forever, 1971
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can mean an ability to conceptualize complex concepts or an ability to mentally adapt to 
changing information or environments. Intelligence is measured in terms of an intelligence 
quotient or IQ, and described for computers and automation in terms such as artificial 
intelligence or AI. Using the common vernacular, someone who possesses intelligence 
is referred to as smart, wise, gifted, or genius, while someone who lacks it is described 
derisively as a dolt, dullard, imbecile, moron, or numbskull.

Like the academic perspective, intelligence in an operational sense is about acquiring and 
applying knowledge, but more specifically it is about learning and understanding the threats to 
a supported customer through the collection and analysis of relevant information. It’s about 
recognizing these threats, finding them, predicting their actions, and then helping to 
reduce, mitigate, defeat, or, in some cases, destroy them. From this perspective, intelli-
gence is defined more by what it does than what it is.

What makes intelligence confusing to the outsider or layman is that even in the oper-
ational sense, the word “intelligence” is used to describe several things—all related to 
each other. To put it succinctly:

• Intelligence Is a Product: It is the result of taking data, information, and created 
knowledge about the threats that a customer faces. It is delivered, disseminated, 
posted, shared, and presented in order to assist in their decision-making processes.

• Intelligence Is People: It is the name given to teams, sections, units, activi-
ties, agencies, organizations, and businesses of personnel who work to support 
customers with analysis and advice about their threats.

• Intelligence Is a Process: It is the methods, procedures, and techniques used to 
collect, process, analyze, produce, and deliver analysis about threats.

• Intelligence Is a Business: Intelligence assets offer goods (products) and services 
(threat analysis) to their customers just like any other business. It is therefore sub-
ject to many capitalistic principles such as supply and demand and competition.1

There are two common threads to each of these perspectives. One of them is that 
each is related to the threat which, as explored in more detail in Chapter 2, is a fairly 
broad term and subject to different interpretations. One misperception of intelligence is 
that a threat can only be lethal or militant by nature and therefore only a concern at the 
national or strategic levels of our society. While most academic sources of intelligence 
address threats within the narrow scope of national security, the reality is that the fun-
damental steps found in the intelligence process are conducted in virtually every aspect 
of society. To those who must understand and overcome their enemies, adversaries, and 
even competitors, collecting, analyzing, and making decisions based on what they know 
about them is commonplace.

The other common thread is the purpose of intelligence—and that is to support a cus-
tomer/consumer. Intelligence is nothing by itself. It doesn’t defeat the enemy or apprehend 

1 Assets can refer to any intelligence organization, unit, individual, or capability such as a collection 

platform or analytic tool.
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FIGURE 1.2 What is left of the south tower of the World Trade Center in New York City stands like a 
tombstone among the debris and devastation caused by the September 11 terrorist attack. U.S. Navy 
photo by Journalist 1st Class Preston
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the bad guy. It doesn’t seize or hold key terrain. It doesn’t develop a new product that 
will outpace the competition. In order for it to be effective, it must be in the hands of 
someone who has the capability to effectively use it—i.e., the customer.

The customer, also known as the decision-maker or consumer of intelligence, can be 
anyone who needs to have a better understanding about the environment around them 
and the threats they face, whether in real space or cyberspace, in lethal or nonlethal envi-
ronments. A customer could be a military commander, another analyst, a police chief, a 
corporate executive, a sports coach, a lawyer, an investigator, an operational planner, or 
anyone else who needs analysis conducted about someone who opposes them. Intelligence 
personnel dedicate their time to understanding and assessing the various threats to their 
customers so that they in turn can spend more time managing and leading the entire 
operation. While everyone does a degree of their own analysis, history has proven the 
success of dedicating someone in an organization specifically toward collecting informa-
tion and gaining an understanding about our threats, what they’re capable of and, most 
importantly, what they intend to do.

While intelligence customers have historically been limited to only national, polit-
ical, military, and federal law enforcement organizations, it is no longer an exclusive 
club. Intelligence has its roots in antiquity, but it’s only been recently recognized as a 
critical need for organizations to succeed in everyday life. As explained in more detail in  
Chapter 3, those that have recognized the need to understand and mitigate perceived and 
real threats have grown exponentially in number and in the diversity of their business 
over the past 20 years.

The Primary Purpose and Roles of Intelligence

Through each of the different lenses that intelligence is viewed, the conduct of intelligence 
must appear to the layperson as a complex set of disparate operations, each conducted 
in a unique manner depending on the customer, against different threats, and within 
different environments. After all, there are significant differences between tactical mil-
itary, law enforcement, and business or competitive intelligence operations; the threats, 
their organizations, techniques, and targets all differing significantly from those in other 
areas. Yet, the fundamental reason behind what intelligence does and why it is conducted, 
i.e., its purpose, is universal.

In the context of building or improving an intelligence capability within an organization, 
intelligence’s primary purpose above all others is to provide information and analysis of the 
threats, adversaries, enemies, or competition in support of a customer. Looking at this purpose 
statement in more detail reveals three basic components: the importance of supporting 
a customer; the focus on the threats to their operations; and the roles intelligence plays 
in collecting, analyzing, and defeating these threats. These three things are what make 
intelligence unique as both a profession and a business.

Providing information and analysis to a customer involves some sort of deliverable, 
either in the form of a tangible product or a presentation of some sort, e.g., a briefing, 
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wargame session, or informal Q&A. These deliverables to a customer will take three 
basic forms. Articulating this in a 1995 paper in the Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) publication, Studies in Intelligence, Jack Davis defines the analytic mission 
of intelligence is to provide policy and decision-makers, i.e., customers, with facts, 
findings, and forecasts.2 Using a more current lexicon, these deliverables can be best 
described in the following manner, ranked in order of complexity and difficulty from 
lowest to highest:

1. Information: Conducting basic information from various sources with little to no 
analysis to a customer. Keeping them informed about the situation and significant 
events relating to the threat within their operating environment.

2. Assessments: Supporting the customer with analysis based on available data 
and information regarding their threats. Going beyond the baseline of sourced 
information into order to generate knew knowledge and likewise considerations 
for the customer.

3. Predictions: Conducting more complex analysis for the customer by extrapolating 
available information to predict future threat dispositions and actions. Can be 
geared for both short and long future time periods.

While the purpose and basic functions of intelligence are similar no matter the envi-
ronment, intelligence support in practice can mean something different to each type of 
customer. Much of this is dependent on both their past experiences and future expec-
tations of intelligence support.

Besides simply offering products and presentations, intelligence has to provide a benefit 
to a customer. In other words, intelligence must play an important role in support of a 
customer in order for them to turn to their asset time and time again. For those policy- 
and decision-makers who do not either understand or trust intelligence, their supporting 
asset has failed to prove their worth.

The specific roles that intelligence plays for each individual customer is often defined 
by stated or unstated customer requirements depending on what is needed at any given 
time. For some, intelligence is required to simply have a better understanding of the sit-
uation, while for others it is needed to predict and either mitigate or counter impending 
threats. For others still, intelligence is required to assist them achieve their objectives 
over a threat or threats that are actively working against them.

The roles intelligence plays in support of a customer can be best articulated in 
four ways:

1. Providing Increased Situational Awareness: While policy-makers are usu-
ally responsible for taking complex subjects and articulating perspectives and  
 

2 Davis, Jack. (1995). Facts, findings, forecasts, and fortune-telling. Studies in Intelligence, 39(3), 25–30. 

Retrieved from https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/

studies/davis-pdfs/facts-findings-forecasts-and-fortune-telling-davis-1995.pdf
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opinions into directives, instructions, and standing orders relating to these 
subjects, decision-makers are usually responsible for carrying out operations, 
directing personnel and actions in the process. Both of these types of customers 
benefit from intelligence personnel, who can dedicate themselves to identifying, 
understanding, and articulating the key features of their environment so that 
they may spend their time weighing their decisions and policies among many 
other factors.

2. Providing Accurate and Timely Indications and Warnings: Besides provid-
ing a customer with awareness of their current situation, intelligence also plays 
an important role by continually watching a given environment and the threats 
present within that environment. Intelligence personnel look for indicators in the 
form of movements, meetings, actions, events, and other changes in the disposi-
tion of the various threats and in the process identifying those key changes that 
are important enough for a decision-maker to be notified of a future impending 
action against them.

3. Actively Countering Threats: A small portion of the intelligence world is 
directly involved in countering the actions of a customer’s threats. Counter-
intelligence operations are designed to nullify or mitigate efforts of the threat 
to conduct their own intelligence or other covert actions. It is carried out by 
counter threat specialists and agents, and often requires the support of intelli-
gence analysis themselves.

4. Supporting Operational Objectives: The main objective of intelligence oper-
ations is to provide information and analysis that supports a decision-maker’s 
ability to successfully carry out their own missions and operations. This is where 
the variety and uniqueness of customer missions will distinguish one intelligence 
operation from the next. Consumers of intelligence could require support in order 
to defeat an enemy military force. They could also need it to predict the future 
criminal actions of a gang and possibly prevent them. They also simply need intel-
ligence in order to win their next football game, or get a jump on the competition 
in the commercial arena. Customer objectives are generally categorized as those 
that help to advance the customer and their organization and those that seek to 
defeat or nullify threats and obstacles to achieve success.

If an intelligence organization, operation, or center cannot identify a direct link between 
their efforts and support to a customer in one of these four areas, they can be deemed 
ineffective from the outset. This may seem ridiculous to mention, but intelligence, like 
other operations, can be overcome by events, lose focus, or simply outlive their usefulness 
to their primary and secondary customers.

In order to better understand the relationship between the categories of deliverables 
and the roles intelligence plays for a customer, Figure 1.3 helps to visualize the following 
statement: Intelligence delivers information, assessments, and predictions in support 
of a customer in order to provide increased situational awareness, accurate and timely 
indications and warnings, counter threats, and support their operational objectives.
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The Intelligence Business

For those who spent most of their intelligence careers within the government or military, 
the idea that intelligence is a business may seem a distant concept. After all, most mili-
tary, law enforcement, and other government intelligence operations enjoy a persistent 
status as a monopoly. Expanding the aperture to include intelligence operations in the 
commercial environment reveals an environment that is strikingly similar to a compet-
itive market space.

As already established, intelligence serves to support a customer. With no custom-
ers, it is ineffective and a waste of resources for whoever is funding it. In serving their 
customers, intelligence assets provide goods and services not only to their primary cus-
tomer but also to others who would have use of it. Instead of making a profit in dollars, 
most intelligence assets are paid in trust and advocacy, while intelligence personnel are 
rewarded with accolades and advancement in the long term. The higher the quality of 
the deliverable, the more respect they receive. Those who do not earn or lose the trust of 
their customers eventually find their analysis unread and disregarded.

This view of intelligence as a business helps to highlight the importance of the sup-
ported policy and decision-maker as a customer. To serve them, intelligence assets involve 
a myriad of people, organizations, centers, and processes. From a business perspective, 
intelligence assets provide both goods and services to a customer the cost of which 
is determined by associated labor, equipment, materials among other indirect costs.

In macro sense, the overall need for intelligence to support a growing number of 
customers has resulted in the rapid expansion of intelligence operations far beyond the 
borders of the intelligence community. We are now a society that collects information 
and analyzes data on just about everything. The Information Age, getting out of its 

FIGURE 1.3 The roles of intelligence
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adolescent years, has become more than just a rapid expansion in the availability of infor-
mation; it’s been an expansion of people and tools that can and want to do something 
with that information.

Analysis of threats to a given customer or organization is just one of the new capabilities 
brought about by recent advancements in information technology. It is now available to 
virtually anyone who has recognized their need of it. Analysis of enemies, adversaries, and 
competitors has always taken place; it’s just not always recognized as intelligence gathering.

From balloons to satellites, spies, radars and sensors, unmanned aerial vehicles, and 
even computer scripts and web crawlers, the race to gather information about threats 
knows only the limits of today’s technology and self-imposed legal and moral restrictions. 
The commercial sector is not immune. Sports teams have their scouts. Businesses con-
duct intelligence from both competitive and protective postures. Corporations gather 
information about their competition. Some companies simply provide information as 
their primary service. There are even entire businesses that exist solely for collecting 
information and conducting analysis on anyone a paying customer desires. The size and 
scope of the national intelligence community is enormous with funding measured in the 
tens of billions of dollar annually. And yet the private and commercial sector is poised to 
overtake the size and scope of the intelligence community within a generation.

The Intelligence Profession

Of course, the ubiquitous act of analyzing information is not unique to the intelligence 
profession. There are countless other lines of work that have to support decision-making 
processes with in-depth collection and analysis of relevant information. What makes 
the professional of intelligence unique in this regard is that it is about analyzing threats, 
whether they are threats to national security, public safety, or commercial success. No 
other profession is about analyzing threats as its primary purpose.

Intelligence analysis is much more difficult than any other type of analysis because 
it is one of the only forms of analysis where the subject doesn’t want to be understood. 
Enemies, adversaries, and competitors actively resist the efforts to collect and analyze 
information about them. They go to great lengths to keep others from knowing what 
they would prefer remain secret. They hide it, guard it, and conceal their intentions. 
They attack the means of collecting it. It seems trivial to point this out, but there is an 
ageless, multibillion dollar industry in operation every day trying to gather as much 
information from persons who are also spending billions of dollars trying to ensure no 
one collects it.

Protecting information about capabilities, vulnerabilities, motivations, and objectives, 
and methods of operations range from simple security procedures to deceptive and out-
right deadly measures. There are currently 90 stars on the memorial for fallen heroes at 
CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia, as a testament to how dangerous the business 
of intelligence is. As Jimmy Dugan, played by Tom Hanks in the 1992 movie, A League 
of Their Own, says, “If it was easy, everyone would do it. The hard … is what makes it 
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great.”3 Intelligence can be a truly hard and dangerous profession simply because of the 
lethality of the threats from the people who are being spied upon.

Besides focusing on adversaries, what also makes intelligence unique is that it is also 
about making predictions. Conducting analysis to determine what happened is the 
investigator’s job; their primary purpose is to make sense of what happened after an 
event, such as a crime that has already occurred. Investigative analysis is based upon 
known facts and events that have already happened. The investigator fills in the blanks of 
information with their own analysis in order to paint the most complete picture possible. 
Criminal investigations start with the understanding that nothing can change or influence 
something that has already taken place. The ultimate result of an investigation is to tell 
a story or reach a logical conclusion of a particular event or storyline. Like intelligence, 
this requires assembling as many relevant facts as possible and filling in the gaps with 
logic and conjecture.

Instead of telling a story of what happened, it is the job of intelligence to determine 
what’s going to happen. Instead of an assembly of facts and logical thought processes 
against those facts, intelligence requires an extrapolation of facts and logical thought 
in order to assemble and present some certain future scenarios among almost limit-
less possibilities. Since it is the job of many customers of intelligence to deny, degrade, 
disrupt, defeat, or destroy (among other effects upon) our adversaries, many of their 
decisions depend heavily upon being able to know what the bad guys are going to in the 
near and distant future. Intelligence about their enemies helps them to plan their own 
actions accordingly.

Intelligence relies much more heavily upon analysis and prediction than criminal 
investigations simply because intelligence tries to deal with predicting the future using the 
same information that an investigator already has. The more the intelligence personnel 
can inform their customer about the future of a given threat, scenario, or environment, 
the better decisions the customer is inclined to make in facing or shaping that future. 
While there are never any guarantees against bad decisions, it’s the job of intelligence 
to do everything in within its capacity to minimize the guess work of their customers.

Understanding Intelligence Through Its Disciplines

Much of intelligence is divided into different areas or disciplines that are in turn defined 
by how they collect data and information. The wide variety of methods and means for 
acquiring either raw data or information can be categorized fairly easily as they contrast 
significantly from one another. Human collectors rely on personal contacts and handheld 
imagery, while satellites, radar, drones, and other technical equipment, i.e., collection 
platforms, provide a host of other types of data from overhead imagery to radio waves 
and electronic signatures.

3 Retrieved from http://www.moviequotes.com/fullquote.cgi?qnum=1766
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These methods have enough of a distinction from each other that they can help to 
delineate budgets, organizations, and personnel/career specialties. These disciplines have 
their names shortened to similar-sounding acronyms collectively known as the INTs. 
Each INT denotes how a particular piece of intelligence was derived from a type of source. 
For example, a large amount of intelligence data is collected through the signals of our 
threats; radio waves, cell phone and Internet traffic, electronic emissions, and even heat 
signatures reveal information about our threats. Intelligence derived from this type of 
information is called Signals Intelligence or SIGINT.

Learning and understanding how each of these specialties works help to paint a com-
prehensive picture of the entire intelligence profession as a whole. There are six broad 
categories in total along with two additional specialties: counterintelligence, which is 
instead defined by its mission, and all-source intelligence, which is an amalgamation of 
all the others, sometimes referred to as Fusion Intelligence (Chart 1.1).

CHART 1.1 The Intelligence Disciplines

Intelligence discipline Description and subcategories

SIGINT Signals intelligence includes COMINT (communications), ELINT (elec-
tronic), FISINT (foreign instrumentation signals) intelligence

HUMINT Human intelligence includes collection from persons (sources), interro-
gations, debriefings, documents, and media exploitation (DOCEX)

GEOINT Geospatial intelligence includes imagery (IMINT) and collection of other 
geospatial information

MASINT Measurements and signature intelligence includes collection of electro-
magnetic, radiation, radar, and radio frequency data

OSINT Open-source intelligence includes collection from print literature (news-
papers, magazines, brochures), the Internet, media broadcast and pretty 
much any information that is available publicly

TECHINT Technical intelligence includes information obtained from “reverse engi-
neering” a piece of equipment or scientific data

CI Counterintelligence actions and operations designed to keep our threats 
and enemies from conduct all of the other INTs on us; not really a true 
collection discipline, but an operation that relies on the other disciplines, 
especially HUMINT to be conducted effectively

ALL-SOURCE The fusion of all of the above disciplines into a comprehensive product; 
all-source intelligence is more well-rounded than intelligence derived 
from a single discipline or source, but also more general in nature

Much of the world of intelligence, i.e., the National Intelligence Community or IC 
is organized around these INTs. Organizations such as the National Security Agency 
(NSA) and the National Geospatial Agency (NGA) were created to specifically handle 
SIGINT and GEOINT, respectively. While each of the above INTs can be found in 
almost every intelligence organization in some form, these INTs serve as a common set 
of boundaries for many of our national intelligence operations, including budgets, per-
sonnel, training, suborganizations, doctrine, mission sets, and scientific developments.
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All-source analysts have general knowledge of all types of intelligence as well as more 
skills in terms of how best to integrate the sources. They can therefore be found almost 
everywhere within the community, especially at the tactical level, as they specialize in 
combining one or more of the other disciplines and presenting them together into a 
fused product.

Is Intelligence an Art or a Science?

After starting with a basic idea of what intelligence is and why it is needed, another way 
to understand it is to understand the dichotomy of thought surrounding it. Among both 
academics and practitioners, there is disagreement between as to whether it should be 
looked upon as an art or a science. A simple online search will reveal several sources of 
opinions, including my own, that swing from one side of the argument to the other.4 If 
these two perspectives are arranged on a linear spectrum, each opinion offered will fall 
somewhere toward one side or another. Many arguments are vehement that intelligence is 
either purely one or the other. As Figure 1.4 shows, each of these perspectives are described 
by a series of criteria that have similar opposing criteria associated with the other side.

For those who view intelligence as an art, the intelligence profession and intelligence 
analysis are something akin to mastering some form of artistic expression such as playing 
an instrument, painting, or dancing. All of the tools and data are simply raw materials that 
mean nothing until they are in the hands of master who can makes sense of it, allowing 
it to take shape in the form of an intelligence estimate or assessment. Intelligence prod-
ucts are simply ways to capture that expression allowing the analysis to be codified into 
a workable record of someone’s thought process. Moving these assessments are emotive 
logic and subconscious levels of thought with bare instinct and fuzzy math and mental 
scenes playing out in the analysts mind.

On the other end of the spectrum is the perspective that intelligence is more of a science 
than an art. Intelligence deals in the business of data and information as a commodity. 
Everything about intelligence, from the technical methods used to collect it to the math-
ematical and methodical ways to parse, tag, store, retrieve, and visualize it, involves math 
and information technology. The processes used to analyze information and create a 
new set of knowledge from it involve logical, structured, proven, and repeatable analytic 
techniques, much like scientific inquiry. Quantity is more of a priority than quality of 
information as all analysis is based on hard data, not hunches or gut feelings.

Many people within the intelligence profession are drawn toward those aspects of it that 
best fit their perspective. Those with a more scientific bent tend to be drawn to the more 
technical areas of intelligence such as SIGINT, IMINT, GEOINT, and TECHINT. 
Those who approach intelligence from a more artistic/humanities-based perspective tend 
to be drawn more to areas such as HUMINT or counterintelligence.

4 Kleinsmith, Erik A. (2016). Is intelligence an art or a science. Public Safety Retrieved from https://

inpublicsafety.com/2016/05/is-intelligence-an-art-or-a-science/
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ucts are simply ways to capture that expression allowing the analysis to be codified into 
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Everything about intelligence, from the technical methods used to collect it to the math-
ematical and methodical ways to parse, tag, store, retrieve, and visualize it, involves math 
and information technology. The processes used to analyze information and create a 
new set of knowledge from it involve logical, structured, proven, and repeatable analytic 
techniques, much like scientific inquiry. Quantity is more of a priority than quality of 
information as all analysis is based on hard data, not hunches or gut feelings.

Many people within the intelligence profession are drawn toward those aspects of it that 
best fit their perspective. Those with a more scientific bent tend to be drawn to the more 
technical areas of intelligence such as SIGINT, IMINT, GEOINT, and TECHINT. 
Those who approach intelligence from a more artistic/humanities-based perspective tend 
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In the purist’s mind, these two perspectives are diametrically opposed to one another 
and therefore completely incompatible. The reality is that the perspectives of most intel-
ligence professionals and their customers will fall somewhere in between the two. This 
pragmatic approach acknowledges that intelligence involves science and technology to 
be sure, but it also involves creative and critical thinking skills as well as tapping into 
and effectively harnessing the emotional and subconscious ways we solve problems and 
make decisions as human thinkers.

For this reason, intelligence can be seen as an art, powered by science. The greatest 
paintings in the world may be artistic masterpieces, but they still required the mastery of 
pigments and dyes; the same is with the musician’s use of sound and its scientific prop-
erties or dancers and their ability to master muscle use and timing. Intelligence should 
be viewed in the same way—using information technology to gather and mold data and 
information in a way that the analytical artist can then mold it into an effective tool for 
decision making. The beauty of intelligence is in the eye of that which it was created to 
support—the customer.

In taking a more pragmatic, art powered by science, approach those looking to learn 
about or understand intelligence better are given two lenses or perspectives to assist them. 
First is that the sometimes overwhelming amount of technology available and required 
by intelligence professionals should be viewed at as means to an end. Information tech-
nology along with databases, collection systems, and visualization tools does not make 
an intelligence operation.

Only the effective use of these things by the right people using the right processes 
to create the right responses for their customers can be called an effective intelligence 
operation. Intelligence doesn’t exist for the sake of intelligence, and the tools and data 
are no exception to this. When learning about intelligence-related technology as a stu-
dent or evaluating it as an operator, the intelligence professional should be able to link 
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the particular technology and its role in benefi tting the analyst and greater operation in 
their fulfi llment of customer requirements. If the technology provides no increased or 
otherwise tangible benefi t, it is useless.

Second is that hunches are not a sign of a great and artistic intelligence analyst. 
Hunches, gut feelings, the force, or some other unseen hand-guiding analysis are some-
times attributed to an ability of good analysts to piece together, extrapolate, or connect 
the dots when there is not enough information to validate their assessments. Too often, 
this type of analysis is portrayed in movies and television as a protagonist who can see 
beyond what everyone else does in solving the main problem or challenge.

Unfortunately, hunches are indicators of an analyst either guessing, not conducting 
proper analysis, or analyst’s inability to articulate why they came up with their assessments. 
Of the three, the latter is most likely. On average, intelligence analysts are not known as 
great communicators as many of them lean toward introversion. Th eir ability to clearly 
state and present their analysis using public speaking skills is a persistent challenge of 

Lessons in Intelligence: 
Intelligence as a Horizontal Profession

I joined the American Public University System (APUS) and their associated 
American Military University (AMU) in Spring 2015. I was very familiar with 
the school as the alma mater of my master’s degree as well as serving on their 
Industry Advisory Council or IAC for a few years during my previous job. I was 
hired onto the university’s outreach team where I spent my fi rst weeks learning 
about the academic environment.

With intelligence as my assigned area of responsibility or what we termed 
a vertical, other verticals within our team were Law Enforcement, Fire and 
Emergency Management, and Commercial and Military; each one labeled to 
help defi ne and categorize the organizations we would coordinate and partner 
with. One of the fi rst tasks I identifi ed was to develop an outreach and market-
ing plan for the intelligence and security market. Although my fellow law en-
forcement, military, and commercial vertical leaders each had several directors 
responsible for different sections of their own verticals, I was starting out alone. 
Since I had already studied and mapped out the intelligence community as a 
community of practice (see Chapter 3), I already had a baseline to work from.

In formulating a plan, it didn’t take me long to realize that my approach 
would have to be much different than what I was learning about the other ver-
ticals. While there are a handful of intelligence-specifi c organizations at the na-
tional level, the majority of intelligence professionals work in an organization 
designed to do something else. A few of my new colleagues also knew this and 
were concerned that as the new guy I would be treading into their territories. 
To alleviate their concerns, I briefed my plan to several of them, asking them to 
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intelligence leadership. Th ere are many structured analytic techniques available for 
virtually every kind of intelligence analysis, and each of them can be adapted to a given 
problem set given a good imagination combined with logical reasoning.

Intelligence as Required by the Customer

It is important to know that these 
abstract perspectives, while key to 
an understanding of the fi eld, are 
not in the forefront of what drives 
the day-to-day of intelligence 
work. Ideally, customer require-
ments drive almost everything 
about intelligence, and it is their 
perspective that becomes the most 
important for defi ning how intelli-
gence operations are conducted on 
a day-to-day basis.

Customers are generally cat-
egorized by six factors, each of 
which represents an aspect of their 
operating environment.

Using these aspects, a commander of an infantry battalion in the U.S. Army would be 
a tactical, off ensive, real-world, government, and military decision-maker. Conversely, the 
head of cyber security for a major U.S. defense contractor such as Lockheed Martin or 
Northrop-Grumman would be a strategic, defensive, virtual, commercial, and nonmilitary 
decision-maker. A single change in any category can likewise dictate signifi cant changes 
to the type of intelligence that is required. Because every customer can be defi ned in these 
general terms, their intelligence requirements will mirror these categories. Supporting 
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look at intelligence as a horizontal, not a vertical. I wasn’t concerned with meet-
ing with the head of a particular military command, police department or com-
pany, just the intelligence personnel within the organization. This went a long 
in establishing working relationships with my new colleagues as also inspired 
me to write my fi rst article for our school blog, InPublicSafety.com sharing this 
new map with our students.1

1 Kleinsmith, Erik A. (2015). Intelligence work expands beyond the core intelligence com-

munity (and so should your job search). Public Safety. https://inpublicsafety.com/2015/08/

intelligence-work-expands-beyond-the-core-intelligence-community-and-so-should-your-job-search/
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intelligence must be cognizant of which type or types of customers they routinely support 
and define, refine, and tailor their operations accordingly.

Just like the wide variety of customers, not all individuals who are drawn into intelli-
gence are the same. The aspects of the customer and their associated environment will 
also tend to draw in different types individuals, each motivated for different reasons as 
they follow their personal and professional goals and objectives in life. Intelligence per-
sonnel can range from muddy boots military analysts to academic deep-thinkers. There 
are those who view intelligence as just a job or career while others go so far as to view it 
as a profession, noble in their support of others but menacing in their goal of defeating 
an enemy. Much of what molds the individual who works in intelligence is their sense of 
belonging and ownership they have created toward the profession.

Ten Simple Rules for Understanding Intelligence

Understanding intelligence may seem daunting from the outset. This is because of the 
overwhelming unique rules and challenges present within each customer and requirements 
along with their unique ways of doing their business within the various operating envi-
ronments. A more feasible approach would be to strip away all of these unique descriptors 
and get down to the fundamental characteristics that all intelligence operations share. 
Besides the fact that they all conduct the Intelligence Operations Process in support of a 
customer in the same general manner, there are several other rules that each operation is 
governed by—no matter if they are in support of a national decision-maker, local police 
chief, or combat commander:

1. Intelligence Is for the Customer: As the opening for this chapter, this is the 
golden rule that intelligence professionals should never lose sight of. Providing 
intelligence to support someone else is the entire raison d’être or reason why 
intelligence exists. Any business that forgets its customer is doomed to fail 
and intelligence as a business is no different. Intelligence produced for the sake 
of the intelligence asset has often been referred in the community as a self-licking 
ice cream cone by frustrated analysts and collectors. In other words, intelligence 
is not the end state; it must always contribute to something else. Success of 
intelligence is measured in terms of the success of a customer’s operation, not 
by self-congratulation or adulation.

2. Information Is Not Intelligence: Neither is data. While information can simply 
be collected, intelligence is something that must be produced through proper 
collection and analysis. Simply regurgitating information does not guarantee 
intelligence will be gleaned about a particular threat. Someone has to look at the 
information and study it in order to create a new set of knowledge, i.e., conduct 
analysis of it in order for that information to be of any use to the decision-maker. 
They then must package and present that information in a way that us usable by 
a customer for their own use.
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3. There Is No Such Thing as Perfect Intelligence: This is primarily because no 
one person will ever have 100% of the information about a particular subject. Our 
environment clouds, distracts, hides, obscures, and generally makes it impossible 
to have an adequate amount of information the analyst needs to make a completely 
error-free picture of what’s going on. Even if information were perfect, the human 
mind is only capable of processing limited amounts of information at a time. 
Consequently, there is no such thing as 
a perfect intelligence assessment regard-
ing a particular scenario or situation. The 
quality of intelligence is therefore rated 
according to its timeliness, accuracy, reli-
ability, and relevancy among other criteria 
set by a supported customer.

4. Intelligence Loves Acronyms: Intel-
ligence as a profession, much like the 
military, is plagued by abbreviations, 
acronyms, and buzzwords that simply 
do not make any sense outside of the 
community. Perhaps most egregious is 
to find an acronym that contains another acronym inside of it. To intelligence 
and military professionals, acronyms can help simplify the day-to-day language 
within the community, but to the rest of the world it can seem like a different 
language altogether, making it difficult for the layman or outsider to effectively 
engage in it. It is therefore critical for outsiders to understand the particular 
language used by their support intelligence personnel just as it is important for 
intelligence personnel to be cognizant while using it among others.

5. Intelligence Is Not About Spying on Our Friends and Neighbors for Per-
sonal Gain: While it’s certainly acceptable to try to understand our friends and 
neighbors, it’s only acceptable to do it with information that is already available to 
everyone. Practicing intelligence within a strict moral code is critical in separating 
the profession from stalking, trolling, or invading someone’s privacy. Witnessing 
your neighbors argue on their front lawn is acceptable and probably unavoidable; 
peering through their windows is unacceptable (and illegal). There are parallels 
across the intelligence industry. Doing nefarious things online or with nonpub-
licly available data is also not acceptable and borders on criminality. You can spy 
on enemies, but the basic idea behind the right to privacy and what constitutes 
publicly available information is different in America as it is in the rest of the 
world. Intelligence operations, if not restrained by rules and regulations, must 
be guided by principles and ethical conduct.

6. Intelligence Is Predictive, Not Historical: It’s not about telling a story or explain-
ing the past; that’s the job of the historian and investigator. Although understanding 
the past of a particular subject is a large part of our work, intelligence is about 
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extrapolating that the same information used by the investigator and predicting 
what could and will most likely happen in the near and far future. Customers of 
intelligence make their decisions and create policy based on what they think their 
threats are going to do in the near and far future. Predictive analysis comes with 
an associative set of terms such as almost certain, likely, possible, etc. because 
they are based on estimates with assigned percentages. Intelligence personnel 
need to understand this language as well.

7. Intelligence Is Part of Operations, Not Separate: Intelligence doesn’t occur in a 
vacuum or a sequestered portion of an organization. No magical barriers should 
separate intelligence work from those that it supports. Cultural, budgetary, and 
parochial factors continuously push and pull intelligence into its own world and 
this pressure must be continuously resisted. The vision of intelligence profession-
als simply throwing something over a wall hoping it’s what the customer needs 
is simply a waste of time and resources. To be successful, intelligence processes 
have to be pushed and pulled out of the realm of the intelligence professionals 
and integrated into overall operations, not as a concurrent but separate operation.

8. Intelligence Is about Learning: It’s about taking actions to collect information 
and studying threats, enemies, adversaries, or competitors. Effective intelligence 
analysts should be spending a majority of their time that involves learning about 
threats. Ineffective organizations are those where analysts spin their wheels doing 
mundane tasks. Microsoft PowerPoint is perhaps the most prolific productivity 
tool that is counterproductive in undisciplined hands; a great tool to express 
thoughts and ideas, turned into a weapon of mass distraction by organizations that 
require analysts to spend more time on presentation than on learning and analysis.

9. Intelligence Is a Competitive Business: As outlined already, intelligence is like 
any other commercial industry in that it provides a service by taking raw infor-
mation and turning it into intelligence as its commodity. Its product is perishable, 
flawed, and incomplete, but a valuable product is highly valued by a customer. 
Intelligence organizations, even within the federal government, are part of the 
larger business community that affects and is affected by similar market-based 
forces as any other industry. Analysts compete with other analysts for recogni-
tion, respect, and advancement, while programs compete with other programs 
over personnel, priorities, and funding. Understanding some basic market-based 
principles will go far in helping to understand why certain intelligence organiza-
tions behave the way they do.

10. Politics Ruins Intelligence: Just as it ruins sports, entertainment, business, 
and the media, injecting politics into intelligence assessments and products is 
a guarantee of eventual failure. There are too many recent episodes of intelli-
gence failures due to politics from body counts in Vietnam to weapons of mass 
destruction in Iraq. When political ideology skews or takes priority over logical 
analysis, the resultant product is likewise skewed with bias and misperceptions. 
Avoiding politics is difficult for intelligence because of their close proximity to 
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each other. Intelligence managers and leaders who wish to remain professionals 
must take constant and active measures to identify, reduce, and mitigate the 
effects of politics throughout their entire operation.

What’s important to understand about these rules is that they are likely to persist in 
some form or another for the foreseeable future. Thinking of intelligence as a business, 
e.g., is something very new to this line of work, but the patterns and characteristics of 
market-based principles have always been present.

For this reason, learning about intelligence and thinking about how to create or improve 
a viable operation requires a better understanding of just how intelligence has evolved 
into its current state as both a profession and a business. The most effective approach to 
this is in understanding the customer and their threats and how their evolution has been 
the primary driver for intelligence.

Summary

Intelligence is about acquiring and applying knowledge, but more specifically it is about 
learning and understanding the threats to a supported customer through the collection and 
analysis of relevant information. It is a product, a process, people, and a business. It is unique 
as a profession and is perceived as both an art and a science. Intelligence performs several 
roles and functions, but what is most important is to understand its primary purpose is 
to support a customer, be it a commander, director, analyst or some other decision-maker.

Key Summary Points

• Intelligence in an operational sense is about acquiring and applying knowledge, 
but more specifically it is about learning and understanding the threats to a 
supported customer through the collection and analysis of relevant information.

• The primary purpose of intelligence is to provide information and analysis of 
the threats, adversaries, enemies, or competition in support of a customer. To 
do this, it performs several roles.

• Understanding intelligence involves understanding the different perspective 
from which intelligence is viewed including academic, disciplinary, business, and 
customer perspectives.

• While specific intelligence operations will vary dramatically from each other, 
there are several foundational principles and rules that remain constant.
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Discussion Questions

• As intelligence is for the customer, what are some of the effects that could take 
hold within an intelligence organization or operation that loses sight of this 
primary purpose?

• In discussing the primary purpose of intelligence, which characteristics are the most 
important and which are the most often overlooked by intelligence professionals?

• In viewing intelligence as a business, what market-based forces most easily apply 
and how do they affect the nature of intelligence operations?

• Besides the 10 rules listed here, are there any additional rules that can be expressed 
in a way so that they would apply to every type of intelligence operation?
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